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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Winds will increase to fresh to strong today especially along and off of coastal Texas. Seas are expected to briefly build 
between 5 and 8 feet as an area of low pressure skirts the northern Gulf before working off to the north by tomorrow. Today 
should stay mostly dry across the region, with the exception of a few isolated to scattered showers being possible late in the 
day today. A higher chance for storms comes tomorrow along and ahead of the weak front that will.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Once this system moves out, moderate to at times fresh winds predominantly out of the south will persist through late Friday 
into early Saturday. Over the weekend a few weak boundaries will result in varying conditions across the Gulf, but their 
overall impacts are expected to remain rather light. With that being said though, a few areas across the central Gulf could see 
winds briefly in excess of 25 knots. Seas could also become elevated across the eastern Gulf, where 6 to 8 feet could be 
possible at times. In addition to this, a few strong to severe storms can't be ruled out especially across the far northern Gulf
that could cause locally enhanced winds and seas.
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